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ABSTRACT This paper was inspired by looking at the central role of emotion in the learning process,
its impact on students’ performance; as well as the lack of affective computing models to detect and infer
affective-cognitive states in real time for students with and without Asperger Syndrome (AS). This model
overcomes gaps in other models that were designed for people with autism, which needed the use of
sensors or physiological instrumentations to collect data. The model uses a webcam to capture students’
affective-cognitive states of confidence, uncertainty, engagement, anxiety, and boredom. These states have a
dominant effect on the learning process. The model was trained and tested on a natural-spontaneous affective
dataset for students with and without AS, which was collected for this purpose. The dataset was collected in
an uncontrolled environment and included variations in culture, ethnicity, gender, facial and hairstyle, head
movement, talking, glasses, illumination changes, and background variation. The model structure used deep
learning (DL) techniques like convolutional neural network and long short-termmemory. TheDL is the-state-
of-art tool that used to reduce data dimensionality and capturing non-linear complex features from simpler
representations. The affective model provides reliable results with accuracy 90.06%. This model is the first
model to detected affective states for adult students with AS without physiological or wearable instruments.
For the first time, the occlusions in this model, like hand over face or head were considered an important
indicator for affective states like boredom, anxiety, and uncertainty. These occlusions have been ignored in
most other affective models. The essential information channels in this model are facial expressions, head
movement, and eye gaze. The model can serve as an aided-technology for tutors to monitor and detect the
behaviors of all students at the same time and help in predicting negative affective states during learning
process.
INDEX TERMS Affective model, affective-cognitive states, autism, Asperger Syndrome, AS, CNN, deep
learning, LSTM.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a development disorder
which can cause three main impairments: social communica-
tion, social interaction and social imagination [1].There are
three common types of autism spectrum disorders: Autism,
Asperger Syndrome, and Pervasive Developmental Disor-
der - Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS). All these types
share most symptoms; therefore, it is difficult to distinguish
between ASD types. But they can be recognised based on
severity and impact [1]. There is no cure or treatment for
ASD [2]. But, on the other hand, there is agreement that
educational intervention programs and intensive behavioural
training, can lead to improve deficits in social communication
for ASD [3], [4]. Despite this, these resources are expensive
and not easy to use for ASD and their families [5]. To fulfil
these needs different methods and technical tools have been
developed to help people with autism to improve communi-
cation in their daily life. Researchers have focused on interac-
tive intervention tools to teach thosewith ASD how to interact
with others socially [4]–[8]. Even with all of this attention
from researchers, there is still a gap in models concerning
the detection of affective and emotional states of autism in a
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real environment [5]. Normally, standard systems andmodels
that detect emotions or affective states of students with TD,
can’t detect the affective state of students with autism, due
to the lack of facial expressions and eye gaze of people with
autism [9], [10].
Recently, attention has been shifted towards recognising
and analysing facial expressions of those with ASD [11], [12]
based on physiological signals and wearable instruments like
electromyography (EMG). Unfortunately, using these tools
come with restrictions, most importantly; they often need
to be implemented in controlled environments instead of
real-world environments. Using wearable sensors can lead
to negative reactions because people can become annoyed
and uncomfortable when wearing these instruments, this may
obscure natural-spontaneous emotions. There can also be
high cost of these instruments and the applications needed
to control them [13]. As a result, it is undesirable to use
these tools in a natural interactive environment [14]. The
relation between emotion and learning continues to attract
the attention of researchers from different areas in educa-
tion, psychology, and social sciences [15], [16]. This relation-
ship influences learning quality and performance domains
and concludes that learning experience implicitly involves
a range of emotions, which motivate students during the
learning process [17]. Considering the inadequacy of existing
works in detecting and analysing facial expressions of AS
in the learning environment, this research aims to develop
an affective computational model to capture, and infer affec-
tive states for facial expressions, eye gaze, head gestures of
students with AS and TD in computer-based learning envi-
ronments, through a low-cost device, a webcam. The study
proposed a novel model to detect affective-cognitive states
for AS students of confidence, uncertainty, engagement, anx-
iety, and boredom. These behaviours are the most dominant
on particpant’s learning interaction [18]–[20]. In addition,
anxiety is strongly coupled with autism in both children
and adults, also it has a strong impact on students’ com-
munication skills [21] and can obstruct students learning,
performance, and cognition [22], [23]. Most of the exist-
ing automated affective models depend on posed or acted
emotional datasets, collected in a controlled environment
with specific scenarios which differ from that in a real
environment [24]. Therefore, this model used a dataset of
natural and spontaneous examples collected from students
with AS and TD in an uncontrolled environment.
Recently, Deep learning has popularity in problem clas-
sification and recognition. This popularity due its high
performance and less need to features engineering. Deep
learning has two main models are convolutional neural
network (CNN) and Recurrent neural network (RNN) [25].
CNN has the power to learn from images (features-map).
It has ability to abstract high level of features from raw
data. RNN is the best model for sequential data. RNN
has two types are gated recurrent unit (GRU) and long
short-term memory (LSTM). The model in this paper was
built by choosing CNN and LSTM to learn from a series of
temporal-data (response-maps series). To date, there are a
few studies, which have adapted these techniques in facial
expressions recognition methods [26]. This is believed to be
the first computational model developed to extract complex
emotions of students with AS using hybrid deep learning
techniques.
The rest of paper is organised as follows. Next section
presents the literature review. Section III the important
methodology that used to build the proposed model and the
results. Finally, the conclusion of the paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Previous studies focused on classifying students’ emotions
in the learning environment, and detected affective states of
autism or AS.
Generally, there have been efforts made towards mod-
elling students (typical development) affective states in a
computer-based learning environment. The nature and con-
cept of affective and emotional states depends on different
factors such as context environment, stimuli, and source
of information (verbal, non-verbal cues) [27]. For example,
emotions or affects that are generated from facial expressions
in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), differ from those
extracted from verbal channels andmay also differ from those
generated in Human-Human Interaction (HHI) or through
interacting with a game, or intelligent tutoring system (ITS).
Modelling affective states of students has witnessed grow-
ing development in the past decades and with work targeted
on students’ affective state in the learning environment. For
example, [19], [28], [29] refined user affects through educa-
tional games to analyse students’ attitudes towards an agent.
The researchers used OCC cognitive theory of emotions [30],
which contains 22 of emotions as valanced reaction and
dynamic decision networks in modelling students affect.
However, these studies did not achieve empirical model accu-
racy, as the model parameters were estimated by hand. In [14]
the students’ motivation was diagnosed, they used screen
capture of students during interaction with ITS to infer rules
of motivation. The study relied on visible material such as
mouse and keyboard movement, and students’ performance;
but these rules have not been validated by the researchers and
remained as theoretical assumptions. Another work carried
out in the education domain by [31]–[34] to detect frustration
and stress in automated learning companions, and intelligent
tutoring systems. In a study of [35] the focus was on action
units of facial expressions (AU). The researchers used a
commercially available Computer Expression Recognition
Toolbox (CERT), to detect action units (AUs) for facial
expressions of students. This study emphasises the relation
between AU and learning outcome. Another commercial tool,
FaceReader (5.0) was used in the research of [36], [37] to
recognise learners’ emotions in interacting with pedagogical
agent in MetaTutor.
The relationship between affective state and learning
with another tool Auto-Tutor was investigated by [15], [38].
In these studies, the observers were trained on the facial
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action coding system (FACS) to recognise affective states
like neutral, confusion, flow, frustration, and boredom; expe-
rienced by the students. Another focus on AU can be seen
in [39], where they investigated the relationship between
engagement and frustration via tutoring system outcomes
through AU of students.
It can be seen that, all these works focused on detecting
affective states or AU for the typical development of students.
There is no explicit automated model for students with autism
to infer their affect in a computer-based learning environment
compared with those works used to analyze students with TD.
In the past decades, many works [40]–[44] succeeded in
capturing facial expressions of those with autism to compare
the quality of expressions betweenASD and TD. Theseworks
used mimic or posed expression methods for specific basic
emotions, then trained-observers analysed these expressions.
For instance, in [40], a group of children with autism and
another group with typical development (TD) were instructed
to act out happy and sad emotions. Images of the emo-
tions portrayed were captured and analysed by observer. The
researcher concluded that, the facial expressions of children
with autism were lower in quality when compared with the
typical group and tried in another study to extract more from
non-verbal cues. The experiment was carried out again by
instructing those with ASDs to mimic emotions with a visual
feedback (mirror) and without it. The researcher found that
with the mirror, facial expressions of children ASD were
on par with those of typical development. Their findings
were that the lower quality in emotions production was in
students with ASD rather than in TD, in addition to the
inability to observe and capture all facial expression com-
ponents by the observer. [41] extended the study of [40] to
conclude another facial expression comparison between those
with high-functioning ASD and adult TDs during in emotion
production. The researchers photographed those with ASD
and adult TDs during the production of facial expressions
for emotions including happy, sad, anger, and neutral. The
photographs were analysed and labelled by observers. They
found errors in labelling negative emotions, while there were
no differences in labelling positive emotions like happy.
Comparisons continued between those with ASD and TD in
the quality of production of expressions by mimicry (based
on an external actor) and acted emotion (based on emotion
concepts) [43], [45]. These experiments showed that ASD on
par with TD in mimicking expressions.
Moreover, another mimicry method used to produce facial
expressions in those with ASD can be found in [46], the sub-
ject was instructed to mimic the emotion that was acted out
by and actor in a Mind Reading DVD [47]. The purpose was
to understand the dynamics and mechanisms of facial expres-
sions, and the deviation between those shown by participants
with ASD and TD. Another example following the mimicry
method can be seen in [48], in this study, a robot presented
basic emotions and a child tried to imitate these emotions,
a camera was prepared to capture the child’s face during
the imitation process. Another study [49], tried to improve
vocal communication for children with autism, the study
was based on imitation methods. However, mimic methods
are the same as acted methods; they do not produce real
feelings. Also, a manual observation of facial expressions
in these methods is a difficult process and may miss micro
interpretations; in addition, it is resource intensive, and time
consuming [44].
Nowadays, there is an increase in the number of people
with autism, which leads to an increase their numbers in
mainstream schools, colleges, and universities [50]. Also, due
to the growing development in technology-based intervention
of ASD, researchers have shown that individuals with autism
display a different range of affective and emotional states
when interacting with computers [51]. Therefore, there is a
need to modulate, perceive, and predict ASD affective states
during interactionwith a computer, automatically andwithout
any manual intervention.
Recently, studies have often focused their attention
on improving autism capabilities in enhancing social
communication [4]–[8], [52], [53]. Few works are concerned
in detecting affective states of autism [5]. These studies have
considered the physiological signals as the important source
to collect the data needed to recognise facial expressions
for ASD or detect emotions. Researchers have commonly
focused their attention on physiological signals-based affec-
tive state detection [11], [12] and wearable instruments. The
best example of these studies can be found in [12], [54]–[58].
The physiological signals are a rich source of data collec-
tion for studies concerning people with autism. However,
the use of physiological instruments in affective state detec-
tion comes with restrictions as stated in early section.
However, with the growing development of computer
vision andmachine learning techniques, the question whether
there is a continued need for special equipment to capture
emotions of those with Autism is raised. These techniques
have the potential to help us to overcome the limitation in
physiological instruments; as well as developing a compu-
tational model to explore affective states of individuals with
AS in the education domain. [59] stated that computers and
advanced technologies have become very helpful and con-
venient to educate students with autism and TD, they are
valuable resources to predict their emotions during interac-
tionwith a computer. Evidence approved that individuals with
autism prefer to interact with computers instead of interacting
with others [51]. Based on [60] there is no affective models
were developed to analyse and investigate the interactions
between AS or ASD with computers. As consequent of
the important role of computers in education environment
and the needs to affective model in natural settings, this
study adapted one-to-one computer interaction to develop a
new affective model to track and detect affective-cognitive
states of adult students with AS, without any physiological
tools, and without any intervention or manual observations.
The proposed model based on natural-spontaneous affective-
cognitive dataset collected in an uncontrolled environment for
adult students with AS and TD.
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III. METHODOLOGY
Initial stage of model data preperation process starts with
face detection and tracking. From the captured face data,
the model extracted a set of features; Action Units (AUs), eye
gaze and head movements then fed this to the classification
algorithm.
Instead of handcrafting the desired features, recent algo-
rithms use deep learning (DL) for feature detection. DL used
to reduce data dimensionality and capture non-linear complex
features from simpler representations, in contrast to other
methods that cannot handle complex representations.
This study used CNN to extract features from raw data and
LSTM for time-series data prediction [61]. CNN extracted
features in spatial space domain while LSTM deal with
time-series (temporal) data.
CNN consists of input layer and output layer as well as
number of hidden layers. The hidden layers in CNN consist
of Convolutional layers, Pooling layers, Dropout layers, Fully
Connected layers, and Normalization layers. Convolution
layer is the core of CNN, it is a mathematic operation to
merge two functions. These operations work as filters for
certain information from raw input data. Convolutional net-
work terminology has two fundamental keys Input data and
Kernel filters. The output of these operations called feature
map [25], [26].
RNN have internal memory to store temporal information
of input series, this memory helps RNN to predict desired
classes based on previously stored information [61]. How-
ever, storing information for a long time makes RNN failed
to capture long length sequence dependencies. LSTM intro-
duced by Hochreiter & Schmidhuber as an efficient and
gradient-based method to overcome RNN problems in the
way it can deal with long length input sequences. LSTM
structure commonly consists of number of gate units (an input
gate, forget gate, and an output gate). The input and output
gates designed to prevent irrelevant information to access
the memory. In addition, it contains memory cells; each
cell has fixed self-hidden units with recurrent connections.
Then, a forget gate to discard far history data. More details
about the layers and parameters of model structure in next
sections.
A. VIDEO PRE-PROCESSING
This research used collected natural-spontaneous data from
facial expressions, head movements, and eye gaze. The
dataset consists of 862 videos of students with AS and
545 videos for TD students. Each video has 30 frames/second
and a duration (1s-1.5min) with resolution 640x480. Frame
sequences of a fixed length were used as the basic structure to
be reviewed in model training and testing. Data augmentation
processes conducted on each frame included colour-space
transformation (RGBA to Grayscale) and unified frame size
through frame resizing (32x32 pixels). The steps below
state the features and cues, which were extracted from the
video.
B. FEATURES EXTRACTION
The tracker took each video and processed it frame by frame
and designated output, spatial and orientation values for the
face models (2D and 3D) and 18 AUs. Features and dimen-
sions used in this research include:
1) Head rotation axes, rotations about 3D space [Rx, Ry,
Rz] with the origin as the centre of the head 3D model.
2) Left-eye gaze vector, 3D rotation angles
[G0x, G0y, G0z].
3) Right-eye gaze vector, 3D rotation angles
[G1x, G1y, G1z].
4) Eyes gaze angle, 2D angles [Gax, Gay].
5) AUs intensity (17 action-unit), the intensity is a value
range between [0, 5] with 0 for minimum AU intensity
and 5 for maximum intensity. Fig. 1 stated the intensity
of A12, for intensity of AU12 the output would range
from 0 (not present), 1 (present at minimum intensity),
5 (present at maximum intensity), with continuous
values in between.
The AUs intensities taken are; AU1, AU2, AU4, AU5,
AU6, AU7, AU9, AU10, AU12, AU14, AU15, AU17,
AU20, AU23, AU25, AU 26, and AU45.
6) AUs occurrence (18 AUs), will take the value of zero
(not detected), or one (detected). The tracker can detect
the presence of the following AUs; AU1, AU2, AU4,
AU5, AU6, AU7, AU9, AU10, AU12, AU14, AU15,
AU17, AU20, AU23, AU25, AU26, AU28, and AU45.
FIGURE 1. Stated the intensity range of AU12, 0 for absence of AU12 and
5 for maximum intensity.
These features contain the main characteristics of head
and face that fill the research interests. From these features,
we get head pitch, yaw and roll from Rx, Ry and Rz respec-
tively. Eye features like looking inside or outside the screen
and their direction (up, down, center, left and right) from
G0x, G0y, G0z, G1x, G1y, G1z, Gax and Gay. In addition to
AUs added intensities and occurrences to get richer descrip-
tors in the spatio-temporal domain of the video. The total
number of features of interest to the research were 46 features
per frame (listed above).
C. PREDICTION CUES
Extracting complex affective states from each single frame
is unfeasible due to the time component related to human
capability to build a recognizable complex emotion, which
cannot be captured in a single frame, on the other hand these
affective states can be captured through ameaningful segment
of a video. Time oriented video analysis approaches are ade-
quate for complex emotion recognition because predictions
of this type of affective states are governed abstractly by
three stages (onset, apex and offset). These stages cover the
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first signs of the affective state (onset), the highest intensity
of the shown state (apex), and the vanishing of this emo-
tion (offset). Time can vary for the existence of each of these
stages depending on various factors including physiological
and behavioral arousals for the affective state.
To make the predicted period feasible an empirical time
segment is taken to be one second. Each one-second segment
of the video is a cue and labelled using the video’s label.
The methodology for extracting emotion and prediction
cues was done by taking the videos from the selected dataset
first and then feeding them to the tracker and extracting
the desired features. Each cue was encoded by five actions
each action is a six-frame sequence used for predicting a sub
domain from the whole cue. The cue consists of 30 frames
each with 46 features, which yielded 1380 features, and each
action has 230 features each.
IV. BUILDING OF PREDICTION MODEL
The prediction model is an empirical design to examine the
benefits of using the strengths of two most used architectures
in deep learning. The model incorporates a sandwich model
of CNN-LSTM-CNN. This structure takes the power of CNN
to learn from images (frame’s response-map) and LSTM to
learn from series of temporal-data (sequence of response-
maps). The parameters of the proposed model are outlined
in tables 1-3.
TABLE 1. First CNN network structure.
TABLE 2. LSTM network structure.
TABLE 3. Second CNN network structure.
The model is a sequential system, takes input data by read-
ing frames from the input videos. A responsemap constructed
using the features taken from the tracker by a transformation
function Tf , Tf (F) = F ′ where Tf is a local scaling function,
F is the raw frame response-map, and F ′ is the transformed
frame response-map. The sampling rate of this model is
FIGURE 2. Model input process (Tf is transformation function and Sf is
stacking function).
30 frames per second; these frames are then sliced and stacked
into 6 five-frame actions. The stacking function transforms
the frames dimensionality from 1D to 2D (image) (Fig.2) as
follows:
{
F ′0,F ′1, . . . ,F ′m
} SH⇒

F ′0(f0) F ′0(f1)
F ′1(f0) F ′1(f1)
· · · F
′
0(fn)
F ′1(fn)
...
F ′m(f0) F ′m(f1) · · ·F ′m(fn)

Where fn is a transformed feature value; m = 0 to number
of frames per action −1; n = 0 to number of features per
frame −1; and S is the stacking function.
The model network structured as four sub-networks
namely First Convolutional Network, LSTM Network,
SecondConvolutional Network, and PredictionNetwork. The
first convolutional layer with 256 nodes and Tanh activation
function. Followed by a dropout layer with drop ratio of 20%
and finally a fully connected layer serves as an output layer
for first convolutional network Table-1.
The first convolutional net connected to the mid-
subnetwork (i.e., LSTM stack) to extract the temporal fea-
tures of the input sequences. The upper LSTM layer input
has 162 weights from the first convolutional net. Both LSTM
layers have 972 unit each, which indicate the number of
states reside inside that layer. The second LSTM layer take
a sequence of states provided from the first LSTM layer and
yield the final temporal-prediction from the LSTM network,
Table-2.
To complete the sandwich structure, a second CNN net-
work added to gain more skills from the preceding networks.
This sub-net structured as a block of four 1D convolutional
nets with 768 nodes per net and Tanh activation function.
A pooling layer reduces the dimensionality with a factor
of 50% added as the last layer here Table-3.
At the end, the Prediction Network used to provide the
final categorical prediction. This network will concatenate
the output from all the sub-models then feed this vector to
a fully connected layer. This layer has five units (the number
of the dataset classes) and a SoftMax activation function.
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The optimizer used is Adam Stochastic Gradient Descent
optimizer, and the loss function is categorical cross-entropy.
A. TRAINING DATA
The natural dataset that was collected to perform this model
contains different occlusions like hand over face or head, face
turned left or right, and head up or head down, as shown
in Fig. 3.
FIGURE 3. Some of occlusion features that recognized as
affective-cognitive states in this model.
All works that are interested in automated emotions
ignored these occlusions and the face was considered pure
without these limitations. But, in this model for example hand
over face or head refers to anxiety, or the affect339 of bore-
dom, or may represent the thinking affect. For this purpose,
this is study based on CNN and LSTM to detect features like
these occlusions.
Number of video clips for autistic students provided by
this dataset was 862 clips. From these clips, the researcher
extracted a total number of 684364 cues, which were split
using a ratio (80%, 20% (validation, test)) for training, vali-
dation, and test sets respectively, into the following:
The model trained with 100 epochs reaches 5,543,340
training steps and 615,930 validation steps to achieve the
following results:
Fig. 4 (a) and (b) stated plots of training and validation
accuracy and loss error respectively. We noticed that the
performance of the model improved by increasing number of
epochs. It can be noticed that there is overfitting in the model
results The overfitting in this model was solved by changing
in the model structure by adding batch-normalization layer
after the convolution layer. The normalized output divided
into six action groups each group will be the input of a
sub-LSTM network. These sub-nets inherit robustness from
the regularizer (batch-normalization) and increase general-
ity from LSTM architecture. The resulted model eliminate
overfitting. The results of this step are:
FIGURE 4. (a). Stated the training and validation accuracy. (b) stated the
loos error of training and validation.
FIGURE 5. Confusion matrix of unseen data of students with AS to test
the model generality.
B. MODEL GENERALITY
The best performance of the proposed model when it applies
in natural environment to test its generality. To do this step,
labelled videos of AS should be publicly available to test the
model generality. Unfortunately, there is no available data
for this purpose. Therefore, we take a sample of the data,
excluding them from the dataset before training phase of the
model and considered them as the validation set. The unseen
data (validation set) are used to challenge the model architec-
ture in producing the correct affective-cognitive states. The
trained model produced a vector of probabilities of prediction
to each emotion class, prediction result is the maximum
argument from the prediction vector. Fig. 5 presented the
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FIGURE 6. Confusion matrix of unseen data of TD students.
confusion matrix of unseen data that was not used in the
training and validation process, to test the generality and
efficiency of this model of classifying-affect per second.
Then, the model was tested on data for TD students, below
the confusion matrix stated the results of this test (Fig. 6).
We can show how the model accuracy dropped to 26%
because of the differences in AU, eye gaze, and head move-
ment between AS and TD [46], [62]–[64].
V. CONCLUSION
This study adopted deep learning techniques to capture
and infer affective-cognitive states of AS students in real
time. Within the study, a new affective model extended
was produced without the need for wearable instruments.
The prominent role of facial expressions in emotion recog-
nition integrated with eye gaze and head motion, was a
rich source of information to capture affect and cognition
states especially in subjects with verbal impairment. It was
difficult challenge to infer natural affective-cognitive states
in an uncontrolled environment, especially with different
variations and occlusions. In the learning environment, stu-
dents experience a rich diversity of positive and negative
of emotions. Therefore, this study focused on confidence,
engagement, anxiety, uncertainty, and bored as dominant
factors during the learning process. The model trained and
tested on natural-spontaneous data collected for this purpose
from students with AS. Because there is no available dataset
for students with autism to model affective-cognitive states
detection. The data collected in an uncontrolled environ-
ment with different variations in head movement, hand over
face and head, facial and hairstyle, talking, glasses, face-
semi-out plane, background, and illumination changes. The
model structure was (CNN-LSTM-CNN), which achieved
best results to detect complex natural affective-cognitive
states comparing with other methods that used CNN or
LSTM to extract basic emotions. CNN architecture produced
a high quality of feature extraction, especially the occlu-
sion features. The affective-cognitive states in this research
were detected moment by moment by reading cues off
videos instead of frame-by-frame. The model training, test,
and validation is (90.06%), (91.49%), (91.38%) respectively.
The proposed architecture model can compete with other
models in the field of affective recognition. Also, the study
explored the difference in model performance when applied
on unseen data of TD, these data were collected parallel
with AS under the same conditions. The model accuracy
dropped to (26.2%) because of the divergence in AU, eye
gaze, and head movement between AS and TD. For future
work, the dataset should include all three types of ASD and
they do not limit to AS type. This will help to explore more
results about all atypical development of students and the
differences in their facial expression, and eye gaze. Another
direction for future work, using verbal and non-verbal com-
munication channels for students with autism. This will lead
to explore how verbal channel will increase in model per-
formance. Also, we will investigate the impact of increasing
number of features for both channel on network efficiency,
time of training, and model generalization.
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